
 

Professional Computer Jacquard Label Loom Machine

Professional  computer jacquard label loom machine is available for all types of electronic Jacquard
head, compatible with other CAD computer pattern software. Electronic input of parameter with pick
density, controls trademark length accurately, makes mechanical gearing an obsolete movement. The
selection with warp and weft by push buttons is an effort-saving design when it comes to loading and
unloading of elements. When setting, fabrics become even smoother and this suggests minimum
investment in machinery and rapid closing of deals.

Application

Labels and trimmings with woven, soft selvedges

 

 

Features

The beam frame that is fully integrated with the machine, delicate design and solid
construction. The warp let off device is a piece of high-tech device for successful tension
contrails optimal stability helps the electronic control of warp while the servomotor keeps the
tension of the warp steady, resulting in fabrics of smooth and consistent construction.
The selvage yarn device can he available with micro adjustment Can be controlled conveyor
uniform, So that the fabric weaving formation.
Jacquard harness cord hanging holding the spring to reduce the mutual friction of the
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jacquard harness cord reduces the wear rate of jacquard position board, so that smooth
production, improve fabric quality.
The weft wheel precision machining make concerted operation to reduce the inertia torque
and to strengthen its smooth surface does not affect the fabric fluff.
The control parameters are automatically selected weft density, trademark length of precision
control, eliminating the mechanical weft density Society, Gear replacement, ease of use,
non-destructive agencies disassembly.
Hot forming device so that the woven fabric plus ironing to make it more refined and
smoother.
Take-up roller leveling traction device enables fabric tape take-up can be neat to be charged.
Yarn waste collection device, collect fabric change from wide to narrow yarn , the user will not
waste original yarn.
The BVCs label machine is available for all types of electronic Jacquard machine.
This machine is compatible with another variety of computer pattern software.
Many kinds specifications bandwidth model for market demand.
With CE certification, this machine features safety device that ensures smooth operation.

Product
link：https://www.duraing.com/professional-computer-jacquard-label-loom-machine.html
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